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Hawks to promote Mike Budenholzer, part ways with Danny Ferry 

By Jeff Zillgitt 

Danny Ferry will not be retained by the Atlanta Hawks as current ownership and Ferry work on a buyout 

agreement, and the Hawks plan to make Coach Mike Budenholzer the president of basketball operations 

and promote assistant general manager Wes Wilcox to general manager, two people familiar with the 

situation told USA TODAY Sports. 

They requested anonymity because they were not authorized to speak publicly until all plans were 

finalized. 

The Hawks were sold for $850 million in April to a group led by Tony Ressler, and NBA owners are 

expected to approve the sale on June 24. New owners plan to meet with news reporters on June 25, the 

day of the NBA draft. Ressler's group includes former NBA player Grant Hill, Spanx founder Sara Blakely, 

and her husband, Jesse Itzler, the co-founder of Marquis Jet, and Clayton, Dubilier and Rice partner Rick 

Schnall. 

Hawks CEO Steve Koonin deserves credit for bridging the front office, minus Ferry, with the new 

ownership group. 

Ferry has been on an indefinite leave of absence since a transcript and audio recording of him making 

racially and culturally insensitive comments about Luol Dengwere leaked last summer. Using 

information culled from an outside source on Deng, Ferry said Deng "has a little bit of African in him. 

He's like a guy who would have a nice store out front and sell you counterfeit stuff out of the back." 

The full recording of the meeting on prospective free agents has not been made available even though 

the NBA asked for it. According to multiple people, that was one snippet of the discussion on Deng, and 

the remainder of dialogue and scouting report on Deng was positive. It didn't help Ferry, who is close to 

co-owner Bruce Levenson, that he was in the middle of an ownership fight between Levenson and co-

owner Michael Gearon, Jr. 

Days before the Ferry story surfaced, Levenson released a racially insensitive, unartful email in which he 

discussed the Hawks' fan base. At the time, he pledged to sell the team. 

Ferry had held small hope that he would be able to retain his job in some capacity and continue building 

the Hawks, who won a franchise-record 60 games this season, into a championship contender. Though 

Ferry didn't play on the same teams as Grant Hill at Duke, they share that connection and are cordial, 

and Ferry's former agent, David Falk, is close with Itzler, who used to work for Falk years ago. 

But as time passed, Ferry, according to a person close to him, realized new owners wanted to move on 

from that chapter without him. Ferry, a basketball lifer, wants to continue working in the NBA. 

  


